mittees and their political bias, and also according to the professional competence
of the chief official usually called Director of Education. Be it noted that he
is the paid servant of a locally rate-elected committee. All this local respon-
sibility presumes that there are a number of men and women who can give
time and effort to the onerous but necessary voluntary work. As the number
and types of schools becomes more complicated, so the sub-committees begin
to expand until there is one for buildings, one for staffing, one for youth, one
* Higher ' education, and so forth. In recent years there has been some
difficulty in finding men and women adequately to fill these posts, but with
all the difficulties there is permanent value in associating local interest with
the local schools* Perhaps new and more interesting methods will be found
after the war for enlarging this association. The growth of parent-teacher
bodies, open-days for exhibition of school-work and civic education weeks,
all contribute to a deeper understanding by the parent and the local rate-
payers.
Each Authority then has its nexus of schools and classes, some wholly under
its thumb and some receiving assistance and indirect control. Take a reason-
ably large authority and let us look at the ramifications of its influence from the
nursery school to the university.
In our imaginary area, there are two voluntary nursery schools for children
between the ages of two and five* These schools, which incidentally are the
brightest spots in the whole structure, have so impressed the Local Authority
that they have themselves built a third school and for economyfs sake attached
rooms for nursery classes to all their new buildings* Thus this particular
area owns one nursery school, assists two others and runs a number of nursery
classes. Some five per cent attend school below the age at which compulsion
starts*
Between the ages of five and fourteen, as stated above, education is com-
pulsory, but in our same area although ninety per cent attend the elementary
schools, some of these schools will have a Church origin and others not* No
two areas are alike* The other ten per cent will be found at private schools
of all descriptions and a few at the age of about nine will be in the preparatory
department of a local Grammar School.
It is now customary for an examination to take place at about the age of
eleven or twelve, as a result of which there is set in motion a sifting or selective
process* The boys and girls, who reveal a higher intelligence quotient or in
simpler language show capacity or promise, as revealed by an ingenious set of
aptitude tests, are then given the chance to break off into Secondary Schools
or to schools with a more vocational bias, commercial or technical. This choice
is of course subject to the parents' wishes, who may prefer the child to leave
school at fourteen. But for the war, the school leaving age would be now
fifteen, and as the nation is converted to-this reform, it would be more convenient
to assume it in this description. The combined result of the Hadow and Spens
Reports is to advocate a break in education at about the age of eleven and there-
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